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Description
When I run the wrp suite on my windows machine a new directory appears inside of the wrp module directory called "Documents and
SettingsAaron" which contains ".kepler/provenance" directory that has 4 files all beginning with provenance.
Somewhere the provenance module is missing a File.separator in a pathname, I've spent 30 minutes trying to find it and now give
up... My guess is DotKeplerManager is not being used to get the path to the .kepler directory.
History
#1 - 06/15/2009 06:38 PM - Aaron Aaron
I should also mention that I also see the same four files where I would expect to see them, in C:\Documents and Settings\Aaron\.kepler\provenance
So this directory and the hsql database files that go in it are getting generated in both places for me here on my windows machine (I have not tried it
on mac or lin).
#2 - 06/18/2009 09:11 AM - ben leinfelder
retargeting - be good if this was resolved.
I'm also thinking we should change the default provenance store to use the cache's hsqldb instance - this will allow us to use the same provenace
store across multiple Kepler JVMs
#3 - 06/25/2009 03:59 PM - ben leinfelder
we're now using the cache's hsqldb instance and not doing anything to make a separate provenance database.
i'm closing this since i don't believe it can happen with how this is implemented. (but please re-open if it is a problem that persists)
#4 - 06/25/2009 04:02 PM - Aaron Aaron
I don't see the extra folder anymore, looks good
#5 - 03/27/2013 02:25 PM - Redmine Admin
Original Bugzilla ID was 4163
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